Boundary’s BIG Idea

British
Columbia

How controversy became the basis for collaboration in rural B.C.
By Jodi Koberinski & Kathy O’Malley

“I

never wanted to be anything but an artist,” Jules
Jorgensen stated matter-of-factly. She was one of
nine women participating in a focus group session
for the Nurturing Entrepreneurial Women
program. This clever, determined, and magnetic
woman clearly knew her calling.
Trouble was, Jules didn’t fit into the“profile” for the local
entrepreneur training program funded by Human Resources and
Skill Development Canada (HRSDC – now Service Canada). As
the sole parent of two children, Jules faced enormous barriers to
realizing her childhood dream of creating art for a living. Jules had
never been on Employment Insurance nor had she been eligible for
maternity leave when her second child came along. As with many
rural moms, precarious employment was the norm. Until 2005, she
and her co-participants literally fell between the cracks of employment and training services in and around Grand Forks, British
Columbia.
Rural communities can’t afford to leave anyone behind,
however. Every resident counts now more ever before, what with
the dramatic decline of primary industry in these places and the
upsurge in outmigration.

Boundary Region

HRSDC’s Employment Assistance Service Agreement
Holder in this part of the world is Community Futures
Development Corporation of Boundary Area (CFDC
Boundary). Dennis Thome, who meets with local people daily in
his role in Employment Services, noticed the gap faced by women
like Jules.“I just knew I wasn’t seeing the sole parents that my
colleagues in human services were seeing.” So Dennis got curious,
and called a meeting of the agencies and companies concerned
with employment and training services in south-central British
Columbia.
This meeting led to two things. First, it brought about the
formation of the Boundary Interagency Group. BIG by name and
big by nature, it comprised 12 groups: CFDC Boundary, Selkirk
College, Boundary Women’s Resource Centre, Career Prospects,
PivotPoint Coaching and Training, Service Canada, the B.C.
Ministry of Human Resources, New Rural Partnerships,
Sunshine Valley Community Services, Ashland Services,
Regional District of Kootenay Boundary Economic
Development Service, Boundary Child Care Resource and
Referral, and Boundary Family and Individual Services Society.*
BIG represents a new, collaborative approach to employment and
training service delivery in the Boundary region.
* This last agency is a member of Boundary Integrated Services, a schoolbased model for delivering public health nursing, children, youth and
family services in partnership with the Ministry of Children and Family
Development and Interior Health Authority.
(photo) Grand Forks, B.C. Courtesy of Bill Wilby.
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Second, the meeting brought about Nurturing Entrepreneurial
Women (NEW), a collaboration between several BIG members
to address the barriers faced by rural women with children when
they try to access training and employment programs.
How program development has become the basis for collaboration between these diverse agencies, rather than dissension, is
what this article is all about.
Stepping out of “Silos”
Dennis was taking a huge risk to call these stakeholders together.
Traditionally, we have all had good relationships, with strong lines
of communication. These were limited, however, to referrals and
program recruiting efforts. The Request for Proposal and bidding
process creates a sense of funding scarcity in rural areas that acts
to divide rather than unite. Training agencies and institutions,
anxious to maintain their client base, are often reluctant to
collaborate.
It was a calculated and necessary risk, nonetheless. The
provincial government had just stopped funding B.C.’s Women’s
Centres, a service that was of great importance to women in the
Boundary. Dennis was calling on his colleagues to take a first step
“out of the silo” and into a richer world of responsive programming.“If we could partner with the Women’s Centre to find out
what prevented women with children from accessing our
programs, and then involve relevant agencies in the solutions,” he
recalls,“we could make a difference for a number of Boundary
women and their families.” Such a project could also create an
alternative income stream that would help the Women’s Centre
keep its doors open.
Status of Women Canada came forward with funding for just
such a research project.“Removing Barriers” would engage local
women in devising solutions to the problem of access to conventional training programs. Several BIG members were to serve as
its advisory committee.
But how were we to bring about and maintain collaboration
between an array of public, private, and nonprofit agencies where
so little had existed before? Especially when the catalyst for
coming together – poor training opportunities for rural women
with children – is loaded with the suggestion of gender discrimination? Things had to happen that would help make this move
less controversial and more common sense.
For one thing, a way had to be found to help the BIG members
buy in to making program decisions with closer reference to the
facts of gender and diversity. We were aware from previous work
that local women were choosing to stay in unsafe situations
because of economic necessity. The choice the women faced was
poverty for themselves and their children, or periodic abuse. We
also know that poverty, lack of access to childcare, and geographic
isolation create additional barriers to accessing employment
training.

BIG members all shared the goal of wanting a better community for everyone – men and women in all their diversity in all our
communities. We also knew that communities are built decision
by decision. We wanted to maximize the opportunities that come
with each decision to make our communities stronger, more
resilient, and more inclusive for all. To do that, we needed a tool.
A project called New Rural Partnerships (NRP), involving
several BIG members, had been supporting region-wide collaboration in community safety initiatives for several years with funding
from the National Crime Prevention Centre. Commencing in
2003, NRP took the lead in developing a method for assessing
policies, programs, and projects in terms of long-term outcomes:

How were we to bring about collaboration
between an array of agencies where so little had
existed before? Especially when the catalyst for
coming together is loaded with the suggestion of
gender discrimination?

§

Does it promote inclusion (the heart of creating a better
community)?
§ Does it address the root causes of a problem? To do so, does it
also make use of the insights gained from local resilience to
the problem?
§ Does it build on and enhance individual and community
capacity?
§ Does it address rural realities head on and with creativity?
§ Does it ensure there are positive, multi-generational impacts?
We call it the Rural Community Safety Lens. It illustrates the
ideal impact that any policy and/or programming decision would
have in our rural communities. (See diagram, next page.) To
apply it, decision-makers essentially pose a series of questions
about the options before them. Although time-consuming and
cumbersome at first, the process becomes second nature. As they
apply the lens year after year, they begin to reap the benefits of
their earlier efforts to identify and analyze community challenges
and develop creative, collaborative responses to them.
In the meantime, through the Status of Women Canada
project, we were asking local women what barriers they faced,
how exactly these barriers were hampering their participation,
and what supports would make a difference. We asked women
who didn’t access the programs why they didn’t. We asked
women what questions we should be asking.
We presented this data, along with an extensive literature
review, to BIG members. Because they had done their homework,
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The Rural Community Safety Lens
Outcome goals for fostering the creation of safer,
healthier, more inclusive & vibrant rural communities

Creates a better community

Promotes positive multigenerational impacts

A remarkable shift in organizational culture came about.
Within a year, the group shifted from informationsharing to program development & evaluation. We
shifted our level of analysis from the needs of our
current client base to the needs of our community.

Builds on & enhances
community strengths
Builds on & enhances
individual strengths

Addresses rural realities
Addresses root
causes & resiliency

Promotes inclusion
The
Decision

Copyright 2006 New Rural Partnerships

they could demonstrate a case for shifting programming in order
to serve different“sub-groups” of women (and men) in the
communities we are serving.
With this evidence of the impact of the Safety Lens on
employment and training programs, and the benefit of listening
to residents’ recommendations for greater access, BIG agencies
quickly saw the benefit of using the Lens for our program
discussions. It especially fed into the on-going development and
implementation of the NEW Program, which was getting
support from several forward-thinking funding partners
(including Status of Women Canada, National Crime Prevention
Centre, and Western Economic Diversification) that understood
the need to pilot new solutions.
In fact, NEW participants were deeply involved in the further
development of the Safety Lens through focus group participation, one-on-one interviews, and observations of the impact of
Lens concepts on their progress.
Defusing Language
That uptake of the Safety Lens by BIG members involved more
than realizing the need to do things a new way. It was also a
matter of overcoming the barriers that language itself imposes.

Language became a source of anxiety and confusion
for many of those involved in the process. It was one
thing for the“resident feminists” to discuss gender at a
BIG meeting. That’s an academic discussion unless
people start applying the concepts and lessons to what
they are working on. BIG members had to become
willing to share their programming expertise and ask
questions about gender accessibility and equity. When in
the course of designing NEW, the BIG service providers
themselves began to ask each other questions of inclusion
(e.g.,“How many women with children applied?” and“Is there a
transportation budget for people outside of Grand Forks?”) we
knew we were making progress.
For that, the willingness of BIG members to“own” their
discomfort around language was crucial.“Feminist,” “gender,” and
“gender-based analysis” are loaded in different ways for different
people. By exploring the use of language and its implications, we
could find ways to apply the Safety Lens without alienating
participants or service providers in the process.
How then to explore the language?“I proposed that we use the
Solution Circle process,” tells Jane Mackay, PivotPoint Coaching
and Training and a BIG member.“This way, we could name the
root cause of the discomfort around language, address it, and see
if a shift happens.”
Solution Circle allows a group of people with differing
perspectives to hear one another and search for areas of overlap.
The process begins with stating the issue – in our case, discomfort with the term“gender” – and giving the person central to the
issue five minutes to talk about it. Without comment or questions, that person listens to the group discussion. The central
themes presented during this discussion are brought forward, and
the group looks for solutions based on the discussion. In Jane’s
experience,“by starting in the areas where agreement is present,
collaborative leadership is possible – everyone has a stake in the
outcome because their concerns were addressed.”
It certainly worked for Selkirk College Instructor Jim Leitch.
“The term ‘feminism’ carries all kinds of baggage for me, and I
agree with feminist analysis!” he said.“I guess the word ‘gender’
has some of the same implications. It’s important that we find a
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way to talk about these things that doesn’t have men feeling
‘wrong’.”
Another Solution Circle participant, Leda Leander of
Boundary Family and Individual Services Society, cautioned,“I
didn’t want to see us focus on gender at the exclusion of other
aspects of ‘diversity.’ At the same time, I don’t want to water down
the importance of gender to our program and policy discussions.”
There is a basic level of public support for women with
children in our rural communities. Older men living outside of
specific cultural, religious, or economic“communities” have fewer
supports. By examining the issue of language at the BIG table,
members were touching on matters of program design, not
semantics. The very choice of Rural Community Safety Lens as a
name made security the emphasis of the tool, with gender as one
component.
Results
What really changed things for the BIG members, ultimately, were
results – real changes in the lives of the NEW participants. Of the
original nine participants, all completed the training, four have
started businesses, two are pursuing business plans, and one has
returned to school and plans to open her business next summer.
Only one woman chose not to continue in the program.
Those are the statistics. More engaging were the words of the
NEW participants themselves. Training and employment service
providers periodically joined the NEW participants in focus
groups to discuss their experience of the training program.
“I feel like I let you down,” reported woman at the closing focus
session. Janet (not her real name) felt enormous pressure to write a
successful-looking business plan, start her business, and achieve
the objectives of the program. As a young rural woman growing up
in poverty, her options for post-secondary education were limited.
“The training and confidence I developed are invaluable,” she
acknowledged,“yet I feel as though I failed.” “Entrepreneurship is
not a linear path,” responded Sandy Davis, the NEW Program
Training Co-coordinator with the Enterprise Center.“You
succeeded, because in writing your business plan, you realized your
business as you envision it is not viable.” Indeed, Janet was spared
the expense of starting an enterprise that would probably have
become a money pit, with no easy climb out. (She went on to start
a business in a different sector. The skills and confidence she
developed during the NEW program enabled her to stick with her
dream to become an entrepreneur.)
Directly hearing nine stories like these sold the agencies on the
benefits of addressing the barriers to participation. Our startingpoint perspective of gender neutrality changed to one of inclusion.
Thus, a remarkable shift in organizational culture came about,
and in a way few might have predicted at the outset. BIG’s initial
monthly meetings just involved opening a dialogue about programs and potential participants. Within a year, the group shifted

from information-sharing to program development and evaluation, using something as controversial as gender and diversity
analysis. At the BIG table we shifted our level of analysis from
the needs of our current client base to the needs of our community. That made the gaps in access for particular sub-groups in
our community more apparent than ever before.
Collaborative leadership has meant including funding
partners as well as program participants in the process of
program design and implementation. It has meant courting new
funding partners, like the National Crime Prevention Centre
and Status of Women Canada. It has meant seeing each other
not as competitors for scarce training dollars, but colleagues in
providing stellar programming to the rural communities that
make up Boundary Country.
Still other cultural shifts are underway. One of most relevant
to Making Waves readers is the shift in the relationship between
HRSDC/ Service Canada and the training and employment
agencies in the Boundary. During the early BIG meetings, staff
from HRSDC/Service Canada were strangers from“over the
hill” in Nelson who made decisions about which Boundary
training initiatives would be supported. Over time, they became
more involved in the planning and implementation of programs
in the Boundary.“There is huge value in seeing where our
programs fail to connect with the very residents who need the
supports we offer,” said Service Canada representative Ellen
Nicholson during a recent BIG meeting. She was listening to the
membership discuss the barriers to access, and the solutions the
participants propose. She was witnessing first-hand the benefit
of regionally specific programming, as well as learning about the
gaps in accessibility that remain.
Our work is far from complete. Work is still underway to
revise the Rural Community Safety Lens tool to make it is easier
to use and address some of the concerns raised during our
Solution Circle process. We continue to explore what individual
and community strengths exist that can be developed and
repeated through innovative programming. We are applying the
lessons of NEW to the design of a second pilot program, Going
The Distance. There are still great challenges of finding funding.
What remains in our favour is our group’s demonstrated
ability to communicate and take the lead in creating
Boundary-made solutions.
JODI KOBERINSKI has worked for Boundary Women’s Resource Centre
and CFDC Boundary as Co-ordinator of the NEW Program. KATHY
O’MALLEY is the Project Co-ordinator for the New Rural Partnerships
project, sponsored by Selkirk College and co-sponsored by Boundary
Family and Individual Services Society, the Regional District of Kootenay
Boundary, Boundary Regional RCMP, Boundary Women’s Coalition, Child
and Youth Committee of the Boundary Communities, and the Boundary
Family Violence Prevention and Intervention Committee. Jodi and Kathy
wish to express their thanks to Jane Mackay, Annie Holtby, Leda
Leander, Dennis Thome, and all members of the Boundary Interagency
Group for their assistance with the completion of this article. Reach
Kathy at komalley@selkirk.ca.
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